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1 What is the main idea of paragraph 1 on page 83?
   A Jake hates his hair.
   B Jake is tired of his appearance.
   C Jake loves getting ready in the morning.
   D Jake is tired of Destiny making fun of his hair.

2 What does the reader learn from reading paragraph 1 on page 183?
   A How Jake takes care of his hair
   B What the Applewhites do to relax
   C How Jake suddenly enjoys living with the Applewhites
   D What the Applewhites are like when they are obsessed with something

3 In paragraph 1 on page 68, which words does the author use to create a mood of anger?
   A single, word
   B slammed, threw
   C Invisible, wanted
   D hadn't, mentioned

4 In paragraph 1 on page 34, why is E.D. frustrated with the butterfly project?
   A She can't find a great spangled fritillary.
   B She has too many monarchs and viceroyys.
   C She can't tell the monarchs from the viceroyys.
   D She has too many cabbage whites and sulphurs.